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Abstract: Job scheduling is an important process in cloud environment to schedule the tasks and to minimize 

resource utilization. Recently, a lot of research works have been designed for job scheduling using different 

data mining techniques. The efficiency of existing job scheduling techniques was lower due to misclassification 

results. In order to solve this limitation, Softmax Bootstrap Ensembled Multiclass Scheduling (SBEMS) 

Technique is proposed. The SBEMS Technique employs multiple learning algorithms to obtain better predictive 

performance for job scheduling in cloud environment. The SBEMS Technique is developed by combining 

Sofmax regression tree classification with boostrap aggregative ensemble method. The SBEMS Technique 

creates ‘𝑀’ number of Softmax Regression Tree (SRT) for each user job request arrival to cloud server. The 

result of each SRT is considered as weak learner.  After that, SBEMS Technique combines the results of all weak 

learners with helps of voting scheme in order to obtain strong learner. The strong learner efficiently finds 

resource and load optimized VM among multiple VMs on cloud server to schedule job and thereby providing 

user desired cloud services. Therefore, SBEMS Technique attains improved quality of cloud service 

provisioning and also balances the loads among multiple VMs as compared to state-of-the-art works. The 

SBEMS Technique conducts experimental results with help of metrics such as job scheduling efficiency, job 

scheduling time, energy utilization and resource utilization rate with respect to a number of jobs.  The 

experimental result shows that SBEMS Technique is able to improve the job scheduling efficiency and also 

decreases the resource utilization rate for cloud service provisioning as compared to state-of-the-art works. 

Keywords: Boostrap Aggregative Ensemble Method, Job Scheduling, Resource Utilization, Softmax Regression 
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I. Introduction 
Cloud computing is Distributed Computing paradigm which provides services to the customers. The 

cloud assists user to carry out their jobs with minimum costs. Job scheduling is a considerable problems to be 

solved in cloud for resource management. The aim of job scheduling in cloud computing is to distribute the task 

on processors. Different types of job scheduling algorithms have been introduced using many data mining 

techniques. The classification performance of existing job scheduling techniques was not sufficient. Therefore, 

this research work focus on designing a novel techniques for efficient job scheduling and resource allocation in 

cloud environment.  

Hadoop scheduler was presented in [1] for scheduling task based on size. The scheduling performance 

was not effectual to reduce resource consumption. The max-min-cloud algorithm was intended in [2] to 

optimize the performance of the cloud service through workload allocation. The time complexity involved 

during workload scheduling was higher. 

A Hybrid algorithm was designed in [3] by combining ACO and cuckoo search to lessening energy 

utilization of cloud service provisioning. The efficiency of job scheduling was poor. A Nash Bargaining 

Approach was presented in [4] to optimize resource utilization of server. The scheduling time was more.  

Greedy task scheduler was developed in [5] to perform energy-efficient task scheduling. The task-

scheduling efficiency was not adequate. A review of different techniques designed for scheduling task in cloud 

computing was analyzed in [6]. Dynamic task scheduling scheme was intended in [7] to enhance the total 

availability of the virtualized data center. Resource and the workload scheduling were not solved.  

A novel approach was designed in [8] to distinguish various types of workloads and to balance the load 

among the nodes of virtual machines with higher energy efficiency. Multi-Objective Approach was presented in 

[9] for workflow scheduling in cloud environments. A QoS-based resource provisioning framework was 

designed in [10]. The scheduling problem was not solved efficiently.  
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A Dynamic Resource Scheduling Method was intended in [11] to enhance the resources scheduling 

efficiency and the quality of service (QoS) of cloud computing. The effect of improving the quality of service 

was not addressed. The problem involved in energy effectiveness of service provisioning on different cloud 

architectures was solved in [12]. 

In order to addresses above motioned limitations of existing techniques, SBEMS Technique is 

developed. The main contributions of SBEMS Technique are formulated as follows, 

 To obtain improve classification performance for scheduling jobs in cloud environment, SBEMS Technique 

is designed. The SBEMS Technique unites results of multiple base learners to increase classification 

performance for effectively addressing job scheduling and resource optimization issues in cloud on the 

contrary to existing works. 

 To reduce the resource utilization and to balance the loads of VMs on cloud server, SBEMS Technique 

allocate user requested job to VM which have higher exponential value. The exponential value based on 

priority and amount of resource utilized to execute user job on VM. This exponential value assists for 

SBEMS Technique to efficiently perform task scheduling through classification. 

 The remaining structure of the paper is formulated as follows. Section 2 portrays the different 

techniques developed for task scheduling and resource allocation. In Section 3, the proposed SBEMS Technique 

is explained with help of architecture diagram. The experimental settings and comparative results analysis of 

proposed SBEMS Technique is shown in Section 4 and Section 5. Section 6 presents the conclusion of the 

paper. 

 

II. Related Works 
Adaptive cost-based task scheduling (ACTS) was designed in [11] that focuses on providing data 

access for executing each task with maintained costs. A load-balancing problem was needed to be addressed for 

providing efficient cloud computing services. An Efficient Scheduling was presented in [12] to schedule tasks 

with minimal execution cost. 

A heuristic approach was introduced in [13] for performing task scheduling and resource allocation in 

cloud computing. A novel technique was developed in [14] in order to solve the challenge faced during resource 

management and task scheduling process in cloud environment. The optimal scheduling and load balancing was 

not attained in this technique.  

A systematic review of diverse techniques designed using priority based job scheduling in cloud 

computing was presented in [15]. A Min-Min and Max-Min Algorithm was introduced in [16] for carried outing 

task scheduling in cloud environment.  This algorithm does not manage huge numbers of cloud users during task 

scheduling process. 

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm was intended in [17] for allocating the incoming jobs to the 

virtual machines in cloud with higher efficiency. The computational time required for job scheduling was more. 

A Smarter MQS model was designed in [18] in order to get a high degree of job scheduling in cloud computing 

environment. This model does not consider decreasing the load on scheduler. 

A novel task scheduling algorithm was introduced in [19] based on total processing power of the 

available resources and users‟ requests. The cost of task scheduling was not addressed in this algorithm. A 

survey of different existing scheduling algorithms in cloud computing was analyzed in [20] to improve their 

performance.  

In order to overcome above mentioned existing issues, SBEMS technique is introduced which is 

explained below section. 

 

III. Softmax Bootstrap Ensembled Multiclass Scheduling Technique 
 Job scheduling is a significant problem to be solved in cloud computing. Allocation of workloads 

efficiently to VMs, increases cloud service performance. Therefore, Softmax Bootstrap Ensembled Multiclass 

Scheduling (SBEMS) Technique is designed. The main objective of SBEMS Technique is to improve the 

quality of cloud service provisioning through job scheduling with minimal resource utilization. The SBEMS is a 

machine learning technique where multiple weak learners are trained to solve the job scheduling and resource 

optimization problem in cloud environment. On the contrary to existing machine learning approaches, SBEMS 

Technique constructs a number of learners which are called as base learners to get higher classification 

performance. The SBEMS Technique is designed with application of Softmax regression tree (SRT) and 

bootstrap aggregative ensemble learning. The bootstrap aggregative ensemble learning helps SBEMS Technique 

to improve classification results of SRT for efficient job scheduling and resource optimization. The architecture 

diagram of Softmax Bootstrap Ensembled Multiclass Scheduling (SBEMS) Technique is shown in below.  
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Figure 1 Architecture Diagram of SBEMS Technique for Cloud Service Rendering 

 

Figure 1 shows the overall process of SBEMS Technique to attain improved performance for job 

scheduling and resource optimization to render user requested services in cloud environment.  As demonstrated 

in figure, the job requests are sent to cloud server. Then, load and resources utilization of each virtual machine is 

analyzed using SBEMS Technique and a job is scheduled to resource and load optimized VM on cloud server to 

complete user jobs.  Hence, SBEMS Technique obtains efficient job scheduling and resource optimization for 

cloud service provisioning as compared to state-of-the-art works. The detailed process of SBEMS Technique is 

elaborated as follows. 

SBEMS Technique is an ensemble method. SBEMS Technique combines the results from multiple 

machine learning algorithms collectively to formulate more accurate results than any individual model. SBEMS 

Technique reduces the variance of algorithm that has high variance (i.e. softmax regression tree) using bootstrap 

aggregative ensemble method. The process involved in SBEMS Technique is depicted in below Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Flow Processes of SBEMS Technique for Scheduling User Tasks to Multiple Virtual Machines 

 

 Figure 2 explains process of SBEMS Technique to get better Qos for rendering user requested services 

in cloud computing environment with lower resource utilization. As shown in figure, SBEMS Technique at first 

builds „𝑀‟ number of Softmax Regression Tree (SRT) for each job arrival in queue at time „𝑡‟. In SBEMS 

Technique, the SRT is considered as weak learner or base learner in order to increases the classification 

performance of scheduling tasks to multiple virtual machines with minimal time complexity.  Then, SBEMS 

Technique aggregates the results of all weak learners with application of voting scheme to find strong learner. 

At last, strong learner significantly schedule the task to resource optimized VM among multiple VMs on cloud 

server to provide user needed services. Thus, SBEMS Technique achieves enhanced Qos of cloud service 

provisioning as compared to state-of-the-art works. 

 Let us consider „𝑁‟ virtual machines are available in cloud server. The jobs arrivals to cloud server is 

represented as „𝐽𝑖  =  (𝐽1, 𝐽2, 𝐽3, . . . 𝐽𝑛)‟ and it is necessary to schedule the jobs to available virtual machines. 

Each VM requires resources such as CPU, energy, memory, bandwidth to perform user job on cloud server. The 

SBEMS Technique used SRT to perform job scheduling and resource allocation process in cloud environment.   

 The job of users is executed on diverse virtual machines in cloud server.  For an each virtual machine 

„𝑉𝑀𝑖‟ in cloud server, the priority is assigned based on residual workload capacity. Here, the workload refers to 

number of tasks executed on virtual machines. From that, priority „𝑃𝑉𝑀𝑖
‟ is assigned to each „𝑉𝑀𝑖‟ in cloud 

server using below mathematical formulation as, 

                                   𝑃𝑉𝑀𝑖
→ 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑊 = 𝑉𝑀𝑇𝐶 − 𝑉𝑀𝐸𝑇                                (1) 

 From equation (1), „𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑊‟ represent the residual workload capacity of „𝑉𝑀𝑖‟ on cloud server. Here, 

„𝑉𝑀𝑇𝐶‟ refers the total capacity of virtual machine in which 𝑉𝑀𝐸𝑇  denotes the number of executing tasks (i.e. 

load) on VM of cloud server. The sum of loads on VM is formulated as, 

                                         𝑉𝑀𝐸𝑇 =  𝐽𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1                                                     (2) 

From equation (2), „𝑛‟ represent the number of task running on VM. By using equation (6) and (7), 

priority is allocated to each VM in cloud based on residual workload capacity. The VM which has the higher 

residual workload capacity has higher priority than other VMs in cloud server.  

 Followed by, SBEMS Technique measures resources utilization of virtual machine „𝑉𝑀𝑖‟ on 

cloud server to provide user requested services to corresponding users. The SBEMS Technique considers the 

energy, bandwidth, memory and CPU time of VM for rendering cloud services. Resource optimized cloud 
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service provisioning significant to optimize the cost and thereby ensuring the higher Qos. The proposed SBEMS 

Technique finds the resource optimized VM to perform user task through classification.  

 In SBEMS Technique, energy determines an amount of power consumed by a VM to render 

the services to user at particular time instance. The energy utilization of VM „𝐸𝑈𝑉𝑀𝑖
‟ to carried out user job 

„𝐽𝑜𝑏𝑖‟ is mathematically formulated as, 

                             𝐸𝑈𝑉𝑀𝑖
=   𝑃 𝐽𝑜𝑏𝑖 ∗ 𝑡                                              (3) 

 From equation (3), „𝐸𝑈𝑉𝑀𝑖
‟ indicates energy consumed for service provisioning in cloud 

environment. The energy consumption of VM is estimated in terms of a joule (J). Here, 𝑃 𝐽𝑜𝑏𝑖  denotes power 

utilized to perform user job on VM and „𝑇‟ denotes a time of service provisioning.  Besides, SBEMS Technique 

computes the bandwidth utilization of VM „ 𝐵𝑈𝑉𝑀𝑖
‟ for providing cloud service using below mathematical 

expression, 

                                 𝐵𝑈𝑉𝑀𝑖
= [𝐵𝐼 − 𝐵𝑈𝐽 𝑖

]                                      (4) 

 From equation (4), „ 𝐵𝐼‟ represents the initially available bandwidth of VM and „𝐵𝑈𝐽𝑜𝑏 𝑖
‟ refers 

an amount of bandwidth utilized by VM to execute user job 𝐽𝑖  on cloud server.  

 Further, SBEMS Technique computes a total amount of storage space taken by VM to afford 

the user requested services. The memory consumption of VM „𝑀𝑈𝑉𝑀𝑖
‟ is measured in terms of mega bytes 

(MB). The amount of memory space utilized by a VM to complete user task is mathematically obtained as, 

                        𝑀𝑈𝑉𝑀𝑖
= [𝑀𝐼 − 𝑀𝑈]                                                  (5) 

 From equation (5), memory utilization is calculated as differences between the initial memory 

size „𝑀𝐼‟ and unused memory „𝑀𝑈‟. Subsequently, SBEMS Technique measures the CPU time that estimates 

amount of time taken by a VM to accomplish the user needed job.  The CPU time is mathematically determined 

as, 

                        𝐶𝑇𝑉𝑀𝑖
= 𝑇(𝐸(𝐽𝑖))                                                     (6) 

From equation (6), „𝑇(𝐸(𝐽𝑖))‟ refers the time needed for VM to complete user job. By using the 

equation (3), (4), (5) and (6), SBEMS Technique determines the resource required for performing user jobs on 

VMs. The SBEMS Technique applies SRT based classification to schedule job to the VM which have highest 

priority and minimum resource consumption among multiple VMs in cloud server.  

A SRT is used in SBEMS Technique in which it handles multiple VMs to schedule jobs arrivals to 

cloud server. The SRT analyzes the user jobs and identifies the VM to complete user requested service with 

minimal amount of resource utilization. On the contrary to state-of-the-art works, the SRT is employed in 

SBEMS Technique to handle multiple VMs for scheduling the jobs and efficient resource optimization for 

service provisioning in cloud computing environment.  

SRT includes number of training set „  𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ,  𝑥2 , 𝑦2 , … . ,  𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛  ‟. Here „𝑥1‟ represents number of 

jobs arrival at cloud server and „𝑦1‟ indicates possible output class „ 1,2,3, … . 𝑘 ‟ (i.e. resource optimized VM 

among multiple VMs to execute user job).   The SRT based classification used Softmax Regression in order to 

determine the relationships among arrival user job and VMs to schedule the workload.  The softmax regression 

function is obtained using below expression, 

     𝑆 𝐽𝑛 =
exp (𝑉𝑀𝑖)

 exp (𝐽 𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1

     Where 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 …𝑘                   (7) 

From equation (7),  𝑆 𝐹𝑛  denotes a softmax function of arrival user jobs (𝐽𝑛) at a particular time „𝑡 „. 
The output of softmax function measures probability distribution over k different VMs to schedule to job to 

particular VM based on priority and resource utilization. The probability distribution (i.e. exponential value of 

each „𝑉𝑀𝑖‟ is measured based on priority and resource utilized to perform user job „𝐽𝑖‟) is determined as, 

                 𝑃 𝑦 =  𝑖 𝐽 =
exp (𝑉𝑀𝑖)

 exp (𝐽 𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1

    𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 …𝑘              (8) 

𝑌 =
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                           (9) 

 From equation (8) and (9), SRT identifies the particular VM among „𝑘‟ number of VMs on cloud 

server using exponential value. Then the user job is allocated to a particular VM which has largest exponential 

value to render user needed services. The VM with higher priority and lower resource consumption has higher 

exponential value than VMs in cloud server.   In the same way, all the incoming jobs of user are scheduled to 

VMs in cloud server to provide cloud services with minimum resource utilization.  The SRT based classification 

technique distributes incoming workloads (i.e. jobs) to available VMs. However, misclassification errors may 

occur due to the probability distribution results of softmax regression. The misclassification error lacks the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability_distribution
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efficiency of job scheduling in cloud environment. In order to enhance the classification performance of cloud 

job scheduling, bootstrap aggregative ensemble technique is combined with SRT in proposed technique. This 

bootstrap aggregative ensemble technique helps for SBEMS to combines the result of all weak learners to make 

strong learner with application of voting scheme which shown in below Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3 Processes of Bootstrap Aggregative Ensembling for Job Scheduling 

 

As shown in Figure 3, SBEMS technique create „𝑀‟ number of Softmax Regression Trees for each 

incoming job to cloud server.  After construction, SBEMS technique aggregates output of the all the weak 

learners (𝑀‟ number of Softmax Regression Trees) into a one strong classifier. The ensemble of all the weak 

learners is mathematically obtained as, 

           𝐽𝑖 = 1 𝐽𝑖 + 2 𝐽𝑖 + ⋯ + 𝑀(𝐽𝑖)                          (10) 

Followed by, SBEMS technique applies vote is applied for each weak learners                  „ 𝐽𝑖 ‟ which 

is determined as, 

                                   𝑉𝑖 →   𝐽𝑖 
𝑀
𝑖=1                                                (11) 

Then, majority vote of classification is employed in order to construct the strong classifier for 

efficiently scheduling jobs to VMs. From that, strong learner result is determined as, 

                               𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 max
𝑀

𝑉(  𝐽𝑖 )                                (12) 

From equation (12), 𝑓 𝑥  indicates the final decision of softmax regression tree ensemble with majority 

votes. Here „𝑎𝑟𝑔 max
𝑛

𝑀𝑛 ‟ refers majority votes of softmax regression tree results whose decisions are known to 

the 𝑛𝑡  class. By using the strong learner, SBEMS technique allocate the jobs to VMs in cloud server with 

higher efficiency. The algorithmic process of Softmax Bootstrap Ensembled Multiclass Scheduling is  

demonstrated in below. 

 

// Softmax Bootstrap Ensembled Multiclass Scheduling Algorithm 

Input: Number of Jobs ‘𝐽𝑖 = 𝐽1, 𝐽2 , . . 𝐽𝑛 ‟, Number of Virtual Machine 

„ 𝑉𝑀𝑖 = 𝑉𝑀1, 𝑉𝑀2 , . . 𝑉𝑀𝑛 ‟ 

Output: Enhanced Qos and optimized resource consumption for cloud service provisioning 

Step 1: Begin 

Step 2:       For user job ‘𝑱𝒊’ 
Step 3:            Measure Residual load for each „ 𝑽𝑴𝒊’  

Step 4:            Assign priority „𝑷𝑽𝑴𝒊
‟ to each „ 𝑽𝑴𝒊’ based on load using (1) 
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Step 5:            Compute resource need to complete jobs for each  𝑽𝑴𝒊 Using (3), (4), (5) (6) 

Step 6:            Construct „𝑴‟ Number Of Softmax Regression Trees using (7), (8), (9) 

Step 7:            If („𝑴’ number of trees are created) then 

Step 8:                 All the weak learners are combined using  (10) 

Step 9:                 Apply vote „𝑽𝒊‟ for weak learners using (11)         

Step 10:               Obtain strong learner result using (12)                  

Step 11:               Schedule the job to resource and load optimized VM on cloud server 

Step 12:             End if 

Step 13:       End for            

Step 14: End 

Algorithm 1 Softmax Bootstrap Ensembled Multiclass Scheduling Technique for Rendering Cloud Services 

 

 Algorithm 1 shows the step by step processes of SBEMS Technique to significantly increase the 

classification performance of job scheduling and resource allocation in cloud computing environment.  With 

help of the above algorithmic processes, SBEMS Technique allocate each job arriving at cloud server to the VM 

which have higher priority (i.e. residual workload capacity) and minimal resource consumption to perform user 

needed cloud services. This helps for SBEMS Technique to efficiently schedule incoming jobs to resource and 

load optimized VMs on cloud server with higher efficiency and lower amount of time utilization. Thus, SBEMS 

Technique balance workloads among multiple VMs and also decreases resource utilization rate of cloud service 

provisioning when compared to existing works.   

 

IV. Experimental Settings 
To measure the performance of proposed, SBEMS Technique is implemented in Java Language with 

cloudsim simulator using personal cloud dataset. The SBEMS Technique used personal cloud dataset [23] for 

performing experimental process. The personal cloud dataset includes the following attributes such as row_id, 

account _id, file size, operation_time_start, operation_time_end, operation_id, operation type, bandwidth trace, 

node_ip, node_name, quoto_start, quoto_end, quoto_total (storage capacity), failed and failure info. By using 

the above attribute information of personal cloud dataset, SBEMS Technique accomplishes job scheduling and 

resource allocation to provide user requested cloud services. The different size of files in personal cloud dataset 

is considered as jobs which are schedule to VMs in cloud server using proposed SBEMS Technique with higher 

efficiency and minimal amount of time consumption as compared to existing works for providing user needed 

service.  

The efficiency of proposed SBEMS Technique is measured in terms of job scheduling efficiency, job 

scheduling time, energy utilization and resource utilization rate. The experimental work of SBEMS Technique is 

conducted for several instances with respect to various numbers of jobs in order to analyze the performances. 

The effectiveness of SBEMS Technique is compared with Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm 

[2] respectively. 

 

V. Result and Discussions 
 In this section, the experimental result of proposed SBEMS Technique is discussed.  The performance 

of SBEMS Technique is compared with existing two methods namely, Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-

cloud algorithm [2] with help of parameters such as job scheduling efficiency, job scheduling time, energy 

utilization and resource utilization rate.  

 

5.1 Performance of Job scheduling Efficiency 

 In SBEMS Technique, Job Scheduling Efficiency „(𝐽𝑆𝐸)‟ is defined as the ratio of number of jobs that 

are correctly scheduled to resource optimized VMs to the total number of jobs arrival. The job scheduling 

efficiency is measured in terms of percentages (%) and mathematically determined as, 

   𝐽𝑆𝐸 =
𝑁𝐽𝑆𝑅𝑉𝑀𝑠   

𝑁
∗ 100                                                          (13)  

 From equation (13), job scheduling efficiency is determined to efficiently provide user requested cloud 

services with respect to different number of jobs. Here, „𝑁‟ denotes a number of jobs arrival at cloud server 

whereas „𝑁𝐽𝑆𝑅𝑉𝑀𝑠 ‟ represents the number of jobs that are correctly scheduled to resource optimized VMs. When 

job scheduling efficiency is higher, the technique is said to be more effective. 

 The SBEMS Technique is implemented in Java Languages by considering a diverse number of jobs in 

the range of 10-100 to evaluate job scheduling efficiency in cloud environment. The experimental result of job 

scheduling efficiency using SBEMS Technique is compared against with existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and 

max-min-cloud algorithm [2]. When employing 50 number of cloud request (i.e. jobs) to conduct experimental 

process, SBEMS Technique gets 90 % job scheduling efficiency whereas existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and 
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max-min-cloud algorithm [2] obtains 78 % and 80 % respectively. From that, it is expressive that the job 

scheduling efficiency using proposed SBEMS Technique is higher as compared to other existing methods [1], 

[2]. The comparative result analysis of job scheduling efficiency is demonstrated in below. 

 

Table 1 Experimental result of Job scheduling Efficiency 
Number of Jobs 

(N) 

Job scheduling Efficiency (%) 

Hadoop Scheduler Max-Min-Cloud Algorithm SBEMS Technique 

10 69 73 85 

20 72 78 88 

30 70 75 86 

40 73 76 89 

50 78 80 90 

60 75 81 92 

70 77 79 91 

80 80 83 94 

90 79 80 93 

100 81 84 95 

 

Table 1 presents the experimental result analysis of job scheduling efficiency along with various 

numbers of jobs in the range of 10-100 using three methods namely Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud 

algorithm [2] and SBEMS Technique. As shown in the Table 1, proposed SBEMS Technique provides higher 

job scheduling efficiency for cloud service provisioning when compared to existing works namely Hadoop 

scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2]. Also while increasing the number of jobs for performing 

experimental work, the job scheduling efficiency is also enhanced using all the three techniques. But 

comparatively, job scheduling efficiency using SBEMS Technique is higher than other existing works. This is 

due to the application of SRT and Bootstrap aggregative ensemble mechanism in SBEMS technique.  

By using the process of SRT, SBEMS Technique schedule jobs to VMs based on exponential value via 

classification. To further enhance the classification result of SRT, Bootstrap aggregative ensemble mechanism is 

applied in SBEMS Technique. With the processes of Bootstrap aggregative ensemble mechanism, SBEMS 

Technique combines outcomes of all weak learners using voting method. The majority votes of all weak learners 

are used to formulate strong learner. This strong learner gets higher classification performance for task 

scheduling in cloud environment. Hence, proposed SBEMS technique increases the job scheduling efficiency by 

20 % and 15 % when compared to existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2] respectively.  

 

5.2 Performance of Job scheduling Time 
In SBEMS Technique, Job Scheduling Time (JST) measures amount of time required for scheduling 

the job to a VM. The job scheduling time is estimated in terms of milliseconds (ms) and mathematically 

represented 

                                        𝐽𝑆𝑇 = 𝑁 ∗ 𝑇(𝑆𝐽)                                                  (14) 

From equation (14), scheduling time of job is computed with respect to various number of jobs arrival 

at cloud server. Here, „𝑁‟ refers a number of jobs considered for experimental evaluation whereas „𝑇(𝑆𝐽)‟ 

indicates the time taken for scheduling one jobs to a VM. When job scheduling time is lower, the technique is 

said to be more effectual. 

To compute amount of time needed for scheduling the jobs to a VMs, SBEMS Technique is 

implemented in Java Languages using various numbers of jobs in the range of 10-100. The experimental result 

of job scheduling time using SBEMS Technique is compared against with existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and 

max-min-cloud algorithm [2]. When considering 60 jobs to carry out the experimental evaluation, SBEMS 

Technique takes 48 ms time for scheduling the jobs to a VMs whereas existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-

min-cloud algorithm [2] acquires 66 ms and 60 ms respectively. Thus, it is significant that the job scheduling 

time using proposed SBEMS Technique is lower when compared to other existing methods [1], [2]. The 

performance result analysis of job scheduling time is illustrated in below. 
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Figure 4 Performance Result of Job scheduling Time Vs Number of Jobs 

 

Figure 4 depicts the impact of job scheduling time with respect to diverse numbers of jobs in the range 

of 10-100 using three methods namely Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2] and SBEMS 

Technique. As presented in Figure 4, proposed SBEMS Technique takes lower job scheduling time to render the 

requested cloud services as compared to existing works namely Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud 

algorithm [2]. As well while increasing the number of jobs for conducting experimental process, the job 

scheduling time is also enhanced using all the three techniques. But comparatively, job scheduling time using 

SBEMS Technique is lower than other existing works. This is because of usage of SRT and boostrap 

aggregative ensemble method in SBEMS Technique. 

With application of SRT classification process, SBEMS Technique assigns jobs to VMs using 

exponential value. To further improve the classification result of SRT, Bootstrap aggregative ensemble 

mechanism is employed in SBEMS Technique. With the concepts of Bootstrap aggregative ensemble 

mechanism, SBEMS Technique unites results of all weak learners and then applies voting method. The majority 

votes of weak learners are utilized to create strong learner. This strong learner obtains enhanced classification 

performance for job scheduling in cloud environment with minimal amount of time complexity. Therefore, 

proposed SBEMS technique reduces the job scheduling time by 23 % and 15 % when compared to existing 

Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2] respectively.  

 

5.3 Performance of Energy Utilization 

 In SBEMS Technique, Energy Utilization „(𝐸𝑈)‟ determines the amount of energy consumed to render 

user requested cloud services. The energy utilization is measured in terms of joules (J) and mathematically 

obtained as, 

          𝐸𝑈 = 𝑁 ∗ 𝐸(𝐽𝑖)                                                             (15) 

 From equation (15), energy consumed for cloud service provisioning is evaluated with respect to 

diverse number of jobs.  Here, „𝑁‟ indicates a number of jobs assumed for experimental work in which „𝐸(𝐽𝑖)‟ 

refers amount of energy used for completing one user job. When energy utilization of cloud service provisioning 

is lower, the technique is said to be more efficient. 

 In order to measure energy used to provide user requested services in cloud environment, SBEMS 

Technique is implemented in Java Languages using dissimilar numbers of jobs in the range of 10-100. The 

energy utilization result obtained during cloud service provisioning using SBEMS Technique is compared 

against with existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2]. When taking 70 numbers of jobs 

to accomplish experimental process, SBEMS Technique obtains 58 J amount of energy to render cloud services 

whereas existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2] gets 73 J and 71 J respectively. 

Accordingly, it is clear that the energy utilization of cloud service provisioning using proposed SBEMS 

Technique is lower as compared to other state-of-the-art methods [1], [2]. The experimental result analysis of 

energy utilization is illustrated in below. 
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Table 2 Experimental result of Energy Utilization 
Number of Jobs 

(N) 

Energy Utilization (J) 

Hadoop Scheduler Max-Min-Cloud Algorithm SBEMS Technique 

10 35 33 26 

20 42 40 31 

30 54 45 36 

40 67 59 48 

50 66 57 46 

60 69 65 52 

70 73 71 58 

80 78 75 63 

90 81 79 66 

100 85 83 71 

 

 Table 2 explains the performance result of energy utilization along with different numbers of jobs in 

the range of 10-100 using three methods namely Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2] and 

SBEMS Technique. As exposed in the Table 2, proposed SBEMS Technique used a lower amount of energy for 

perform user jobs on cloud server when compared to existing works namely Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-

min-cloud algorithm [2]. In addition, while increasing the number of jobs for experimental evaluation, the 

energy utilization is also enhanced using all the three techniques. But comparatively, energy utilization using 

SBEMS Technique is lower than other existing works.  

 This is owing to application of SRT in proposed SBEMS Technique where it employs exponential 

value of VMs in cloud server for job scheduling. The exponential value is determined based on priority and 

resources such as energy, bandwidth, and memory and CPU time utilized to execute that particular job that VM. 

The VM which has a higher exponential value consumes minimal amount of energy for rendering user requested 

cloud services among other VMs in cloud server. As a result, proposed SBEMS technique reduces the energy 

utilization by 24 % and 19 % when compared to existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm 

[2] respectively.  

 

5.4 Performance of Resource Utilization Rate 

 In SBEMS Technique, Resource Utilization Rate (RUR) is evaluated as the ratio of a number of cloud 

resources utilized by a VM for providing cloud services to total cloud resources available.  The resource 

utilization rate is measured in terms of percentages (%) and obtained using below mathematical representation, 

𝑅𝑈𝑅 =
 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠  𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑  𝑏𝑦  𝑉𝑀  

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒  𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑  𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠
∗ 100   (16) 

 From equation (16), resource utilization rate for cloud service provisioning is determined with respect 

to varied number of jobs.  When resource utilization rate is lower, the technique is said to be more effective. 

 For determining resource utilization during process of cloud service rendering, SBEMS Technique is 

implemented in Java Languages by assuming varied numbers of jobs in the range of 10-100. The result of 

resource utilization rate using SBEMS Technique is compared against with existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and 

max-min-cloud algorithm [2]. While considering 100 jobs for experimental evaluation, SBEMS Technique 

averages obtains 72 % resource utilization rate whereas existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud 

algorithm [2] attains 86 % and 78 % respectively. From these results, it is descriptive that the resource 

utilization rate of cloud service provisioning using proposed SBEMS Technique is lower when compared to 

other traditional works [1], [2]. The result analysis of resource utilization rate is presented in below.  

 

Table 3 Experimental result of Resource Utilization Rate 
Methods Resource Utilization Rate (%) 

Hadoop Scheduler 86 

Max-Min-Cloud Algorithm 78 

SBEMS 72 
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Figure 5 Performance Result of Resource Utilization Rate for Rendering Cloud Services 

 

 Table 3 and Figure 5 illustrate the experimental result of resource utilization rate using three methods 

namely Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2] and SBEMS Technique. As demonstrated in the 

Figure 5, proposed SBEMS Technique consumes minimal amount of resources to provide better quality of cloud 

service provisioning as compared existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2].  This is 

because of the process of SRT applied in proposed technique. The SRT determines exponential value of each 

VM in cloud server by considering priority and resources such as energy, bandwidth, and memory and CPU 

time utilized to complete that particular job that VM. From that, VM with higher exponential value utilizes 

lower amount of resources for providing user desired cloud services as compared to other VMs in cloud server. 

Thus, proposed SBEMS technique minimizes the resource utilization rate by 16 % and 7 % when compared to 

existing Hadoop scheduler [1] and max-min-cloud algorithm [2] respectively.  

 

VI. Conclusion 
 An effective SBEMS technique is developed with goal of enhancing classification performance for 

solving job scheduling and resource utilization problem in cloud computing environment. The goal of SBEMS 

technique is achieved with assists of Sofmax regression tree classification with boostrap aggregative ensemble 

method. With help of boostrap aggregative ensemble method, SBEMS technique increase classification results 

of SRT for efficient job scheduling in cloud environment. The SBEMS technique distributes each job to 

resource and load optimized VM through performing classification.  As a result, SBEMS technique effectively 

improves efficiency of job scheduling and also balances the loads on VMs for cloud service provisioning. The 

SBEMS technique helps for efficient utilization of VMs to render the user requested services with minimal 

resource utilization rate such as energy, memory, and bandwidth and CPU time when compared to state-of-the-

art works. The performance of SBEMS technique is tested with the metrics such as job scheduling efficiency, 

job scheduling time, energy utilization and resource utilization rate and compared with state-of-the-art works. 

With the experimental process is conducted for SBEMS technique, it is significant that the job scheduling 

efficiency provides more accurate results for improving quality of services in cloud environment when 

compared to existing methods. The experimental result shows that the SBEMS technique provides better 

performance with enhancement of job scheduling efficiency and minimization of resource utilization rate for 

rendering user requested cloud services as compared to state-of-the-art works. 
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